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Abstract 
Arabic language is one of the natural languages which represents good domain for 
automatic processing, QURAN TAJWEED rules recognition is also one the interesting 
subjects in the past few years there were many attempts for processing Arabic language 
and just few which focused on Tajweed rules as result of the (Arabic Language 
Processing) [1]. 
this paper discus new system that uses new techniques for computerize TAJWEED rules , 
the system uses QURAN text as an array of characters and vowels , which each have 
unique ASCII code representing it , then the array elements is analyzed to classify and 
recognize all TAJWEED rules that are in the selected text , all TAJWEED rules are 
stored in table , then the rules will be stored in a set with specific number of elements , 
after that each rule will be represent by a vector that contain ordered elements (characters 
,vowels and spaces) ,then the text will be scanned for TAJWEED rules , and these rules 
will be converted into vectors with specific format , by calculating  the distance between 
the new rule vector and all TAJWEED rules vectors - the rule with the lowest distance- 
the correct  Tajweed rule is recognized . 
 
Keywords: Fuzzy Logic, production rules, AI, Tajweed Rules, Holy Quran, Arabic 
Language Processing, Language Processing. 
 

Back ground: 
there were many attempts for creating 
software that deal with QURAN TAJWEED 
rules one of them is “ computerize holy 
QURAN  TAJWEED rules “[1] the research 
applies  program  that computerize 
TAJWEED rules using production rules (if-
then ) and BNF rules for TAJWEED rules , 
however this study and the software “ 
BCDEFا”  have some errors in recognizing 
some of TAJWEED rules – not 100% 
correct , which cussed system error , 
however  the suggested system will correct 
those errors by using fuzzy computations to 
find the best TAJWEED rule –the lowest 
distance –with threshold for accepting these 
TAJWEED  rules , also the system uses 
extra features for reducing the amount of 

data to be searched by searching for specific 
conditions which will ignore the text and 
discard it from the searching process ,which 
will fast up and enhance the system. 
 
 
Tajweed rules: 
Tajweed rules they are the rules for 
pronouncing during reading QURAN words , 
the way of reading QURAN must be 
according to special rules specified with 
characters and vowels , unlike traditional 
arabic text which is not . all Muslims must 
know how to read the holy QURAN using 
tajweed rules , however there are many arabic 
and non arabic Muslims who don’t know these 
rules , the system help them to know , learn 
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,and read  the QURAN according to these 
rules. 
the system also have a features that define 
the rules , explain them , color the characters 
that represent TAJWEED rules in the text 
with different color for each TAJWEED rule  
, to be easy recognized and classified . 
The system cover most of QURAN 
TAJWEED rules , such as : 
1- silent noon with sokon (نMNO ) and 
tanween rules (PQMRSFو ا URآDWFن اMRFا) includes : 

a- ethhar halqi (  XYZ[ رD]^ا) 
b- edgham (with ghonnah and without 

ghonnah ) ( اUR_ `a و URba مD_د ) 
c- eqlab    (  ب`fا ) 
d- ekhafa hakiki  (real hiding ) (  ءDhiا

XYjY[ ) 
2- silent meem (with sokon ) ( URآDO Bjl ) 
includes : 

a- ekhafa shafawi (  يMhn ءDhiا) 
b- edgham shafawi (  يMhn مD_اد) 
c- ethhar shafawi ( يMhn رD]^ا ). 
 

3- meem and noon with shadah (  و Bjl
Pjدتpql نMن ) 

a- ghonnah ( UR_ ) 
b- qalqalah (UZYZf  ) 
c- b.1- grate qalqalah (  stuv UZYZf    ) 
d- b.2- medium qalqalah (   swOو   UZYZf   ) 
e- b.3- small qalqalah ( ىybC UZYZf ) 

4- ra’a rules (  اءyFم اDN[ا ) includes: 
a- tafkheem ( Bjzhت ) 
b- tarqeeq ( {jfyت ). 

 
 

shared rules: 
there are some rules which are shared by the 
same word , characters and vowels, which 
means that it can represent more than one 
tajweed rule in the same time such as : 

1- edgham with ghonnah (URba مD_اد) and 
ghonnah (UR_ ) 

2- edgham without ghonnah (UR_ `a مD_اد 
)  with both  tafkheem (Bjzhت ) and  
tarqeeq({jfyت ) 

3- ethhar shafawi (يMhn رD]^ا )  with both  
tafkheem (Bjzhت ) and  tarqeeq({jfyت ) 

4- edgham shafawi (يMhn مD_اد) and 
ghonnah (  UR_ ) 

 
Tajweed rules uses all arabic alphabetical 
characters , however it uses some of arabic 
vowels  which are ( shadah ( ةpn), tanween 
fath(}S~ PQMRت ) , tanween dam ( B� PQMRت), 
tanween kaser( yWآ PQMRت) , sokon (نMNO ), 
mad(pl ),fatha ( �S~�  ), damah (�t� ), and 
kasrah( �yWآ) ) 

 
 
Quran Tajweed Rule System: 
the system is divided into many steps , at the 
beginning  the text for the QURAN “ayah  ( �Qا 
) is chosen either by written it directly in rich 
text box or by import it from the database 
where all QURAN ayah ( �Qا ) is already  
stored , ordered by the sorah ( رةMO ) it belongs 
to , and number that present the order  of that 
ayah  ( �Qا ) in the selected sorah (رةMO ), the 
ayah  is stored in one diminution array 
including the characters, the vowels , and even 
the spaces inside the ayah with the same order 
as they were in the text , then the text will be 
scanned searching for a match with any 
Tajweed rule ,by using production rules with 
fuzzy logic the best suitable rule that match 
the text is recognized as the TAJWEED rule 
for that text , and for all rules the text colored  
, defined and explained according to specified 
tajweed rule that been recognized  . 
 

CONDITIONS FOR QURAN 

TAJWEED RULES: 
   

 in this step there will be determination for 
each TAJWEED rule that is  in the same word 
, in two different words or in two different 
sentence in QURAN text(ayah UQا),preparing 
for tajweed rule recognition. 
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TAJWEED rules: 
1- Allah : the word Allah ) ا�(       ( BN[

UF`�Fا �hF) has two rules  
a – tafkheem (Bjzhت ) “Allah”: Allah   )ا� (
  

* If the vowel on the letter 
before Allah   )ا� (  is    
damah (Ut� ) (  ُ) 
* If the vowel on the letter 

before Allah ) ا�(     is    fatha (U�S~ ) ()َ 
* if the vowel on the letters 

before Allah ) ا�(      is  sokon  MNOن)   
)(  ْ )  and the vowel before 
sokon(نMNO )    is either fatha (U�S~ )    
or damah (Ut� )(     ُ ْ،  َ ْ) 

 
    b- Tarqeeq ({jfyت ) “Allah” : llam    )ا� ( 
 * If the vowel on the letter before 
Allah   )ا� (  is kasrah ) آyWة(     .  
 * If the vowel on the letter before 
Allah   )ا� (  is sokon   )نMNO (  and the  
    Letter before sokon is kasrah   )
) آyWة   

 * If the vowel on the letter before 
Allah ) ا�(     is tanween (all  
            Kinds of tanween)  

1. tanween fath   )}S~ PQMRت (  (ً   )   
2. tanween dam   )B� PQMRت(   ٌ
3. tanween kaser     ٍ    )yWآ PQMRت(  
4. shadah with tanween   ) PQMRت

)pqlد  
 

2- lam rules (silent lam)    
 Uآy[ يMت� � XSFا URآDWFم ا`Fم اDN[أ 
 
a- lam “al shmesih”   UjWtqFم ا`Fا 
it must be (compound) (edgham مدإD_ )  

with out ghonnah ( a�Rَ_ ونp  ) with the 
character after it (lam  م`Fا) if is one of 14 
letters : 
 
  1       2        3        4         5       6       7 
{tt,   tha`a,   sad,   raaa,    ta,,   daa,   tha 

ذ    ،ض    ،ت         ،ر     ،ص      ،ث   ،ط     
 

  8         9       10         11      12      13          14 
non,   dal,   sen,   tha`a,     az  ,   shen     , lam} 

ش        ،ز         ،ظ    ،س     د ،      ن     {   �م  ،       
 
b- lam “qmareiah”  UQytYFم ا`ZFا 
it must be (pronounced ) (ethhar lam),  رD]^إ 
if it is before one of the following characters  
 
   1        2        3        4       5       6         7 
{alef,   ba,    gen,   hha,    jem,    kaf, waw,  
 و،        ك    ، ج       ، ح    ، غ       ، ب  ،      أ  
 
kha,     fa, ein,    qaf,    ya,     men, ha } 

ي     ، ق      ، ع   ، ف،     خ هـ ،     م،        } 
 
 
 
 

3- al qalqalah   �ZYZYFا  
Al qalqalah is rule of Tajweed, which is 
done just for 5 arabic characters 
(characters) Which are  
   1         2        3      4        5 
 (qaf,    tta,     ba,     jem,    dal)  

د،       ج     ، ب،      ط      ، ق                           
                      

al  qalqalah    �ZYZYFا    have 3 kinds  
 

1- Small qalqalah: if the above (5 
characters) one of them “is in the middle 
of the word and the vowel for it is sokon  
  .( MNOن)
1- Middle qalqalah: if one of the 5 

characters is in the end of the word- 
last character - and the vowel for it is 
sokon(نMNO ). 

2- Grate qalqalah : if one of the 5 
characters is in the end of the word – 
last character -and the vowel for it is 
shadah (ةpn ) . 

 
4-  Noon (نMن ) with  sokon (نMNO ) and  al 

tanween  
 there are many rules for the noon( نMن) 
and tanween(PQMRت ) 
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4- a – hiding “ekhafa”                          
 اDhiء                                   
the “non  ن“  must be hided and 
composed with the followed character if 
the non vowel is sokon and the character 
after it is one of the following 15 
characters : 
 

 1      2     3   4      5       6      7    8    9    10 
{sad, thl, th, kaf, jem, shen, qf, sen, dal, tia,  

،    ص، ث ، ذ  ك ، ق    ، ش  ، ج  ،، س  ط ،   د    
11     12         13       14          15 
zen,    fa   ,    taa      dhad,      tha }                  
 {  ظ         ، د        ، ت      ، ف ،      ز 
 
the non and the tanween may come in 
three different places.  
4-a-1 non char is in one word and one of 
15 character is the same word- both in 
the same word-.  
4-a-2 non is word and the character ( one 
of the 15 characters)is in another word – 
each one of the character in different 
followed words . 
 
4-a-3 tanween in one word  and one of 
(15 character) in another word.  
 
 

4-b- eqlab                          ب`fإ  
it is to convert the non and tanween 

into mem before (ba   ب )  
 

 b-1 (non)    DًنMن  
if it is followed by (ba  ب) it must converted 
into (mem  م )   

 
b-2- (tanween)  
if it is (tanween) followed by (ba) it must be 
converted into mem.  
 
4-c- edgham  مدإD_  
it is to compose the non with vowel sokon 
and tanween with the character after it if the 
character is one of the following  
{ya, non, mem, waw, lam, ra} 

  {ر      ، ل        ، و       ، م          ، ن    ، ي }
    1       2            3        4          5        6 
 
the edgham ( Dمد_إ ) is two kinds :  
 
4-c-1 with ghonnah ( UR_) if the letter 
(character) follows the non or tanween is one 
of {ya, non, mem, waw }  
4-c-2 with out ghonnah (UR_): if the character 
follows the non or tanween is either  
{lam  , or ra} 
ر   ،       ل  }         }  
 
4-d- ethhar    رD]^إ  
it is to appear the non with sokon and 
tanween. if the non or tanween came after 
following 6 characters : 
 1        2          3       4         5        6 
{alef,   ha,      ein,    ha,      gein, kha} 
{ ، ع     ، هـ     ،  أ        خ ،      غ       ، ح } 
 
4-d-1 -  non sokon and one of the 6 character 
follows in the same word.          
4-d-2 - non with sokon vowel on it and one of 
the 6 character follows in two words . 
4-d-3 - tanween followed with on of 6 
character in two different words . 
5- mem  rules   URآDWFا BjtFم اDN[إ                       
if the mem(BjtFا ) vowel is sokon (    نMNO)is 
followed by one of alphabetical Arabia 
character it has many rules  
5-a- “ekhafa “                         اBjtF  إDhiء
 if the mem vowel is sokon and the follow 
character is ba (  ب) 
5-b edgham  مإD_د  
if the mem vowel is sokon and followed by 
character mem (another mem)  
5-c- ethhar   رD]^ا  
if the mem vowel is sokon and followed by all 
other character except for (mem م   , ba ب   ) = 
the character set is : 
 
{alef, ta, th, jem, ha, kha, dal, thal, ra, zai,  
  {    1       2     3      4       5     6          7          8        
9     10 
sen, shen, sad, daws, tan, thah, qaf, kaf, fah,  
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  11      12         13      14       15        16         
17       18     19 
non, hah, waw, ein, giev, ya, lam} 
    20     21        22        23     24       25   26} 
 
6- Hamza wasel                      ®CMFة ا¯tم هDN[أ
  
6- a -if it is at the beginning of the word,  the 
hamza appeared and it must be specked  {wRت 
6- b- if the hamza is not at the beginning it is 
not specked but must appear. 
6-c- if it is t the middle and if it is with 
“edgham”  
6-d - convert the “hamza” with “mad”  
if the hamza vowel is fatha after hamza for 
question . 
 

1- al-edgham “general”  مDEFم  اDbا�� 
It is to compose more than one character 
and pronounce anew character, if they  
followed each other, there are many 
kinds of edgham : 
7-a - general heterogeneous edgham (  

اD�StFن° ا��Dbم  اDEFم ) 
7-a-1- if the characters followed to 
others at any order  
{ tta    ط   , ta`a      ت , dal   د  }  are  
ط        }  {    د          ،      ت           ،       

tta → ta`a                    ط  →ت  
ta`a → tta                 →  ت ط       

 ta`a → dl                      ت  →د  
 dal → ta`a                   د  →ت  
 tta → dal                    ط  →د  
 {dal → tta }    { د →ط  }  
7-a -2 - if the following characters follow 
each other in any position (order)  
{tha`, thal, ttha`}{      ث          ،    ذ      ، ظ} 
7-a-3  - if the following characters follows 
each other in any order  
(mem, ba) (   ب       ، م  ) 
7- b  -general edgham Simi similar   مDv مD_إد
 PjaرDYSl 
7-b-1  - if the following characters follows 
each other in any position (order)  
(lam, ra) )  ر ،     ل (  

7-b-2  - if the following characters follow each 
other in any order  
(qaf, kaf) ) ك ،        ق (  
 

 

System stages: 
 
 
1- read and load the QURAN text 

in this step there will be two options , first is 
chosen the QURAN text or ayah(UQا ) from 
database that store all QURAN sorah( رةMO) , 
and from specific  sorah one ayah or more will 
be chosen, performed using lists and combo 
boxes , or by display the QURAN text page 
for the specific sorah in al Othmani copy of 
Quran , the text may be written in different 
font type, font size , and font style , also the 
text may be written with vowel and in multi  
lines different than it is in the holy QURAN, 
also the text may be copied or imported from 
external source. 
 

2- QURAN text process and 

analyst 
in this step all characters , vowels an 
spaces in the ayah  will be stored in array 
of characters , after a copy of that array 
will be stored in one another array of 
integer representing the ASCII , then the 
index for all characters vowels and spaces 
is stored , the number of words in the ayah  
is counted , the position for each word – 
the index of the first character in the word 
– is located  and stored ,and  the number of 

������ 
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characters in each word - excluding the 
vowels- is counted . all these stored data 
and  information is going to be used later  
in next steps. 
3- exclusive words discarding 
this step will discard some of the words 
in the ayah (UQا) because it is impossible 
to have rule that match any of Tajweed 
rules [exclusive rules], the main purpose 
of this step is to reduce the source text 
which will be processed to recognize 
TAJWEED rule and speed up the 
recognition process to enhance the 
performance of the system, the following 
exceptions represents the words which 
will be discard : 
1- If the word consists of less than three 

characters, by checking the length of 
each word, which have been 
calculated from the previous step. 

2- if the word were one of the following 
words 

{Waw (واو ), etha (اذا ), kathalek (²F³آ ), 
allaty (XSFا ), allaaty (Xت`Fا ) allaawaaty ( 
XاتMZFا), allthy (³يFا ) , ayoha(D]Qا ), 
thalek( ²Fذ  ) , telk (²Zت )} 
a. if the first and the last 

character in the word is noon ( ن ) 
3- often the  words  that begin with 

characters some characters don’t  
mach any TAJWEED rules , 
characters such as : 

 {  خ  ، ث ،د،ز ، ص ، ض ، غ ، ط ، ظ ،و  }
4- if the word is ( Allah ) the rule is 

tafkheem lam 
5- if the word was one of the following 
{  ، BFا ، ´tFا ، yFا ، BWµ ، ´Ej]آ ، °µ ، °Q

]B اUfD�F ، ن ، ه·�ء ، اPjFD¶F ، ق ، ص ،   } 
the rule is mad with 6 interval . 
6- if the text is (  راق Pl) then the rule is 

silent after noon( ن). 
7- if the text is (ران ®a) then the rule is 

silent after noon( ن). 
8- if the word was one of the following 

 the rule is (اpFنDjRa ، Djن ، MRCان ، MRfان  )
ethhar (  رD]^ا). 

 
4- tajweed rules recognition using 

production rules : 
 
The recognition in this step done by using 
the production rules (IF – THEN), the 
production rules are used with the BNF 
(Backus Naur Form) [1]. 
 

 
 
 
5- TAJWEED rules Fuzzification 

and recognition: 
in this step fuzzy logic principles are used 
, with soft computing to find the best 
TAJWEED rule for specific text  
(recognition) if it is not found by the 
production rules , first let v be a set of all 
vowels used in TAJWEED rules , v={ 
shadah(ةpn ) , tanween fath(}S~ PQMRت ) 
,tanween dam(B� PQMRت ), tanween 
kaser(yWآ PQMRت )  , sokon( نMNO), and mad( 
pl)  } and presented by ASCII code set , 
where each vowel is presented by its 
ASCII code, and let C be a set of all 
characters used in TAJWEED rules , C 
={all Arabic alphabetical } , also 
presented by there ASCII code values . let 
each TAJWEED rule be presented by 
vector of ordered elements of both sets (v 
,c) , let each rule be denoted with r with 
different sub number ,  
r1= (ethhar halqi ( )]XYZ ا^[Dر )    
r2=edgham (with and without ghonnah) 
r3= eqlab 
r4= ekhafa hakiki (real hiding) 
r5= ekhafa shafawi ( ياMhn ءDhi  ) 
r6= edgham shafawi (يMhn مDbا�) 
r7= ethhar shafawi ( يMhn رD]^ا ) 
r8= ghonnah (�R_ ) 
r9=  grate qalqalah (stuv �ZYZf ) 
r10=  medium qalqalah (swOو �ZYZf) 
r11=  small qalqalah (ىybC �ZYZf ) 
r12=  tafkheem (  Bjzhت) 
r13=  tarqeeq ( {jfyت ) 
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after that any checked text will be 
converted into vector of characters and 
vowels using the one diminution array 
the text (ayah)with many conditions, 
these conditions are compounded of the 
number of parameters such as : word 
characters, the position of the word, the 
first elements value , the last element 
value , counter for spaces …etc.  
 
6- TAJWEED rule recognition: 
 
 in this step the each text , paragraph , 
sentence , and word  is scanned , and 
analyzed  searching for specific vowel , 
spaces and characters in proper order to 
match with one of TAJWEED rules that 
been stored before ,  from previous step 
all rules are stored as vectors of elements 
(vowel, character , and space) in specific 
order , the vector from the QURAN text 
will be compared with all vowels using 
similarity or distance . the smallest 
distance value from all vectors is going 
to  be the most suitable rule that match 
with the vector from QURAN  
distance1(input,R1)=Σ|Minput(x)-MR(x) | 
where xЄX , R=1 to m 

 
Distance (input vector, r1) = | input 
vector (element1) – R1(element 1) + | R 
input vector( element2) – 1(element 2) | 
+.. | R input vector (element n) – 
R1(element n) |  For all R 1to m  
7- Tests:  
in this system ten sorah(رةMO) were 
tested, and the results of recognition for 
the selected sorah( MOرة  ) shown in table 
اy¾EF ، اUjnDbF ، اUF¯F¯F ، اt]F¯ة ، اMvDtFن ،  ).1
 ®jZFا s�¶Fا ، UEt�Fس ، اDRFا )  
Table 1 recognition 10 sorah  
Table 1 

TAJWEED rule Rule  
recognition 

Wrong 
recognition 

Color 
result 

Real  ekhafa   
19 

0 1 error 

Real ethhar 15 0 No error 

Edgham without 
ghonnah 

6 0 2 errors 

Edgham with ghonnah 16 0 3 errors 

Eqlab 1 0 No error 
Ethhar shafawi 25 0 No error 
Ekhafa shafawi 1 0 No error 
Edgham shafawi 2 0 No error 
Grate Qalqalah  4 0 No error 
Medium qalqalah 0 0 No error 
Small qalqalah 20 0 No error 
Tarqeeq 24 0 No error 
Tafkheem 49 0 No error 
Ghonnah 30 0 No error 
Connected Mad  4 2 missing  No error 
Separated Mad  11 11 No error  

Figure 1 (chart of table1) 
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Wrong recognition 0 0 0 0

Color result 1 0 2 3 errors

 
 
also another test on all TAJWEED rules 
were done separately , and table two 
shows the results of recognition for all 
TAJWEED rules . 
 Table 2   table of tajweed recognition 
results 

Figure 2 (chart of table 2) 

TAJWEED rule  Rule counts  Coloring result 
Ethhar shafawi  25 25 correct 
Ekhafa shafawi  2 2 correct 
Edgham shafawi 1 1 correct 
Edgham with 
ghonnah 

20 18 correct 

Edgham without 
ghonnah 

7 4 correct 

Eqlab 5 5 correct 
Real ekhafa 16 15 correct 
Real ethhar 16 15 correct 
Ghonnah 46 46 correct 
Tafkheem 36 36 correct 
Tarqeeq 9 9 correct 
Continues Mad  8 8 correct 
Separated mad  11 11 correct 
Grate qalqalah 2 2 correct 
Medium qalqalah 0 0 
Small qalqalah 10 10 correct  
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8- Results: 
 
The results were very good for the first 
test as shown two errors of 227 
recognized rule with (99.992 %)correct 
percentage for recognition . 
 
The results of the second test were also 
very good with  seven errors of 214 
recognized rule ( 99.968 %)correct 
percentage for recognition . 
 
9- Conclusion: 
it is possible to use production rules  or 
crisp – hard computing - to recognize 
holy QURAN TAJWEED rules , but 
there will be some errors not because of 
the production rules it self but because 
of the text it process , and because of 
some special vowels and characters in 
holy QURAN , this study used both crisp 
and soft computing operations by using 
production rules with fuzzy logic 
principles to recognize TAJWEED rules 
, and the results were (( 99.98 % %) , 
which are better than the previous 
studies which use production rules only, 
because there will be no missing for any 
of TAJWEED rule if it was checking 
and it will take the closest rule that may 
match the correct TAJWEED rule ,with  
suitable  threshold and correct condition   
.   
 
 
 
 

10- Problems: 
 Some rules are recognized in correct 
because it takes the nearest rule that may 
match, but those rules in other studies are 
missing and not recognized, but still have 
to solve this problem. 
the program used in this research coloring 
characters that catch any of the 
TAJWEED rules, some colors covers the 
colors which was before it, then the 
character will have the latest used 
TAJWEED rule color, this case appears in 
shared TAJWEED rules as been 
mentioned before in this paper and in 
some examples part of the characters 
representing one TAJWEED rule is 
colored differently.  
 
11- Future work:  

• Making speaking TAJWEED rules 
for holy QURAN. 

• Enhancing this research to have 
100% correctness percentage. 

 

Special thanks: special thanks for the 
students who help in developing the 
program of tajwed rules using production 
rules  and the results of the program. (Ms. 
Noor and yasmin ). 
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